Ballroom. Tickets are available at $35 per person and $350 for a table of ten.

The Radison Hotel - Grand September 12, 2003, 6:00 p.m.

Announced this year's 14th Annual Black Rose and Enchantment, the hiring, reten-

tion and promotion of African-American people of other races to continue to remain a seri-

ous problem in the 21st century.

The decision to promote quali-
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Black, Blacks, Whites and Political Power

By Sylvester McGirt

In the early 1950s there were a very small percentage of Blacks in the community the vote was always given to the party that the whites were against. Many of the whites were surviving on meager wages or were very small business owners. Very few had any sort of education. However, the Mexicans were a different breed. The Mexicans of the time were almost all born in Mexico and many of them were in the United States by the age of 15. They were very important to this country, yet they were not always treated as such. The whites were afraid of their strength. The call of Gary Montana, Gary Johnson, Hassan Ali, Haywood Galbreath and Johnson.

Up in the morning and out to school
Your book's open, in the kitchen, so you know
A small loaf every morning, thus
Out of corn meal brought from the mill;
Was each week, one half bushel of

Back in the classroom. Open your book
Up in the morning and out to school
Your book's open, in the kitchen, so you know
A small loaf every morning; thus
Out of corn meal brought from the mill;
Was each week, one half bushel of

The facts are that blacks are dying of heart disease, high blood pressure and certain cancers. The rate is one-and-a-half to six times that of whites for each of these diseases. Of those who are dying, 44 percent are black. Nationally inadequate access to health care is a serious problem. The final report will contain conclusions and recommendations to find real solutions to this problem. We will interview at least 300 African American residents for their opinions of San Bernardino County's health care system. We can improve it. Please help American health problems, create a forum for discussion of the issues. We will conduct focus groups in the communities to find the real reasons why bread was not put in the history books. We did not rest. We will neither be tired nor defeated.

We were compelled either to beg, or to steal, and we did both. I talked a lot to myself about stealing, I still didn't have my everything. I didn't sit down and fight for my neighborhood. It was a must to go ahead and do it. We used to even imply things that we did not have to say my mind. We were not fit to eat food. If we are not fit to eat food, we are not worth anything. To have a person's own voice. These are the words that my father did tell for them. That man didn't do anything for them. He knew the demographic maps. The conditions of the different communities were very different. They had their own political structures. We were all very much in the real world. The neighborhood children did very well and the real world. They knew the real-world realizations. So we knew the real people very much. We all involved in real communities. We all involved in real communities. We all involved in real communities.
Ovarian Cancer: Until There’s a Test, Awareness is Best

By Beverly Taylor

From a young age she found that she was different. Her childhood ambition was to become a nurse. In her book, Caring, Confident & Courageous, she traces her struggles and obstacles encountered while working toward a nursing degree.

“Cancer, I found, was a life-changing health situation,” Salton said. “To ask others to feel what I felt from a distance and to be a witness to someone who felt the same was very disturbing.”

A new book written to help people facing challenges at school, at work and in life.

“Each person’s map of the world is unique from their co-creation in their own bodies. Only we have the right to define our lives. People need to be better protected when they are suffering and learning to be more healthy.”

According to the American Cancer Society, an estimated 21,290 new ovarian cancers will be diagnosed with ovarian cancer in 2003, and 14,240 women will die of the disease. The five-year survival rate for patients whose disease is detected in early stages is only 25 percent, yet if diagnosed before the cancer has spread outside the ovaries, a chance for five-year survival rises to 90 percent.

It is imperative for women to be aware of the risk factors for ovarian cancer and to be aware of what you can do to prevent the disease. People need to be better protected when they are suffering and learning to be more healthy. People need to be better protected when they are suffering and learning to be more healthy.

Photo courtesy of Capture Images and JKM Cancer Care.

Although many teachers received pink slips this year, newly credentialed teachers are few and every year to take the place of retiring teachers. So get ahead: Start planning your career in teaching.

Visit the California Teach website to find out how and where to:

• get your teaching credential
• apply for financial aid
• look for job opportunities

Make the difference of a lifetime. Teach.
KING

Continued from Front Page

languishes in the U.S. District Court, while presiding judge Robert T. bons composes a motion filed by the city on the issue of his legal standing. Only several blocks away, at a different courthouse, a racial discrimination law case involving African-American police officers Rogers and Larkins is on motion for summary judgment, in the hands of the same federal judge, Richard T.菲尔德。King strongly supported the right to use the courts and had planned to march alongside them in Memphis before his death. If he had, would he stand?

Speaker after speaker also shared how much the work of King had impacted their lives and defined their own community activism and service. Dr. Sterling Stovely, UCR Professor of History and Religious Studies, was present at the 1963 march and has taught a course on the Civil Rights Movement. He told the Riverside celebrants, "What was perhaps most unique about his speech was that no one else had both the moral authority and oratorical skills to reach the broad spectrum of people to whom he listened that day.

Woolie Baker Hughes, president of the NAACP Riverside chapter, spoke of her experience at the March on Washington when she was 15 years old. She had gone to the location of the march hours before it started and had received her sign from Wilt "The Still" Chambers. The march and her participation in it had a major impact on her that defined the rest of her life. Now, through her involvement in the NAACP, she is heavily involved along with other members in defending and promoting the civil rights of others in Riverside.

Omar Zaki, from the Riverside Islamic Center, spoke of how the tragic events of 9-11 have impacted the Muslim community, especially in relation to Attorney General John Ashcroft's enforcement of new laws. He said that these laws and their enforcement do not reflect the life and spirit of King.

The Reverend Jesse Wilson, from the Kansas Avenues Seventh Day Adventist Church, said that all people have been profoundly affected by the life and death of King

"King was a sent of God," he said. The first time Wilson had ever seen his father was when King died and he remembers the civil unrest that occurred in the wake of his fatal shooting, he said. Wilson praised the advances that have occurred since King's death, but criticized Ward Connerly's use of King's name to promote ballot initiative Proposition 54, which would negatively impact people of color in California. "We are fools not to realize we have a long way to go," Wilson said. "The dream is still strong. What is missing is action."

The Reverend Jerry Louder told the crowd that you can not legislate morality but you can legislate fairness. He also critiqued Connerly, adding that his proposition does not address a reality that includes racial discrimination. Louder added that people of color still have yet to truly benefit from affirmative action programs already created for them.

In the state of California, affirmative action by race or ethnicity in the public sector have been legislate nearly out of existence.

Rose Mayes, who directs the Fair Housing Council passed out signs which spoke of the importance of making housing affordable for all people, and promoting jobs for youth. Both are in short supply in a city which continues to grow, while rents are increasing and the ability to buy a house still remains a dream for many families. Mayes and other individuals like herself work hard to change that.

At least two of King's children have played a role in Riverside's history. In 1999, hundreds of people congregated at City Hall for the unveiling of the statue of Martin Luther King, Jr. King's daughter, Yolanda, was the guest of honor and spoke eloquently on behalf of her father. In that same year, her brother, Martin Luther King III had been arrested along with 49 other people while blocking the police station in protest of Tyisha Miller's death. He was one of several national civil rights leaders who had been labeled as "outside agitators" in Riverside, much like his father had been 40 years later when he had been marching for justice.

Members of Richard Burrows' family passed out fliers at the ceremony that deplored the tragic shooting of Burrows, a longtime county employee, only months after a Riverside County Sheriff Department deputy had arrived at his house. The city of Riverside and its residents had already been tested by the 1998 shooting death of Miller and that still reverberates today.

Late May, the city council had taken what many had viewed to be a positive step when it voted against the reinstatement of former Riverside Police Department officer William Schuster. Instead the city decided to appeal the judge's ruling on that case because they decided it was in the best interest of the community.

On Sept. 2, the city again revisited that same issue, with one councilman saying to the daily newspaper that it might be in the best interest of everybody to settle with Stewart. By the end of the day, the city attorney's office had announced that the city had not planned to take any "repealable action" at this time. Perhaps before the city officials do, they should think about what King would advise in this situation. Maybe they need to take a walk outside and sit beneath the statue of King that was placed there in part to serve as a moral compass for those who work within the walls of power when they make the decisions that impact the lives of so many people.

Photos continued on Page A-5

---

Literary Fundraiser

Host a BOOK PARTY

at your home or church with:

FIVE CHRISTIAN AUTHORS

- Frank Wallace, author, minister, poet
- Shirley Smith, author, Breast Cancer advocate, counselor
- Anna Christian, author, historian, educator
- Gaynelle Hughes, author, designer, entrepreneur
- Richard O. Jones, author, poet, comedian

RECEIVE 20% OF ALL BOOK SALES

call Richard O. Jones at (909) 488-0443 or email: carrieonprod@earthlink.net

---

Family members are a child's first teachers.

Showering you how care and love your child does in school gives your child a head start on the road to success.

Encouraging kids to do their homework and study for tests helps them do well in school—and in life.

Teamwork and communication are key.

As this new school year begins, let's work as a team to give kids their best chance to succeed. You can get to know your child's teacher at parent-teacher conferences and back-to-school nights. During the school year, if you have a question or concern about what's going on, call the school and ask your child's teacher to call you back.

Working together as a team, we can help kids succeed.

---

This first teacher you.

On Sept. 2, the city again revisited that same issue, with one councilman saying to the daily newspaper that it might be in the best interest of everybody to settle with Stewart. By the end of the day, the city attorney's office had announced that the city had not planned to take any "repealable action" at this time. Perhaps before the city officials do, they should think about what King would advise in this situation. Maybe they need to take a walk outside and sit beneath the statue of King that was placed there in part to serve as a moral compass for those who work within the walls of power when they make the decisions that impact the lives of so many people.

Photos continued on Page A-5

---

His first teacher you.

Family members are a child's first teachers.

Showering care you how well your child does in school gives your child a head start on the road to success.

Encouraging kids to do their homework and study for tests helps them do well in school—and in life.

Teamwork and communication are key.

As this new school year begins, let's work as a team to give kids their best chance to succeed. You can get to know your child's teacher at parent-teacher conferences and back-to-school nights. During the school year, if you have a question or concern about what's going on, call the school and ask your child's teacher to call you back.

Working together as a team, we can help kids succeed.
Celebrating King’s Dream

EXPERIENCE
Los Angeles Black Business Expo 2003
Sept. 12-14, 2003

If you could afford to live life your way, what would you do?
Who would you be? Give your dream a chance. Stop by your local retailer and buy a SuperLotto Plus® ticket.

You Are Cordially Invited

To Attend
“HATS OFF TO GRANDPARENTS”
2003
A Health Forum for Grandparents Raising Grandchildren

Thursday, September 18, 2003
9:00 A.M. to 2:15 P.M.

EAGLE GLEN GOLF COURSE
1900 Eagle Glen Parkway
Corona, CA 92883

Keynote Speaker
Gerald Newmark, Ph.D.
Author of How to Raise Emotionally Healthy Children

A complimentary continental breakfast and lunch will be served

Reservations are required by September 4, 2003
For more information or to RSVP, please call:
Donna Pierce, Events Coordinator
(800) 510-2020 or (909) 697-4697
CANCERED
The Praise Expedition and Release Party of Riverside Faith Temple's choir debut CD, "LEVITICAL ORDER" has been cancelled for release at a later date.

Musician needed in the Moreno Valley area. Interested parties please contact Rev. R. Brown (909) 242-5735.

The husband and wife team of the Michael P. Sterling and Rose Parker will make a special appearance this weekend in San Peter's Lutheran Church. Parker, who recently shared her testimony in Houston, TX at the Woman Thou Art Loosed Conference with Bishop TD Jakes, will be back in Southern California.

---

San Bernardino

Triple "P" Entertainment/Fashion Fashions On Parade/Poetry is the theme of the Southern Black Cotton Sunday Service. The blessing begins Sunday September 6, 2003 in San Bernardino. For more information contact Pastor Jackson, (909) 527-3200.

The husband and wife team of the Michael P. Sterling and Rose Parker will make a special appearance this weekend in San Peter's Lutheran Church. Parker, who recently shared her testimony in Houston, TX at the Woman Thou Art Loosed Conference with Bishop TD Jakes, will be back in Southern California.

---

San Bernardino

Triple "P" Entertainment/Fashion Fashions On Parade/Poetry is the theme of the Southern Black Cotton Sunday Service. The blessing begins Sunday September 6, 2003 in San Bernardino. For more information contact Pastor Jackson, (909) 527-3200.

The husband and wife team of the Michael P. Sterling and Rose Parker will make a special appearance this weekend in San Peter's Lutheran Church. Parker, who recently shared her testimony in Houston, TX at the Woman Thou Art Loosed Conference with Bishop TD Jakes, will be back in Southern California.

---

San Bernardino

Triple "P" Entertainment/Fashion Fashions On Parade/Poetry is the theme of the Southern Black Cotton Sunday Service. The blessing begins Sunday September 6, 2003 in San Bernardino. For more information contact Pastor Jackson, (909) 527-3200.

The husband and wife team of the Michael P. Sterling and Rose Parker will make a special appearance this weekend in San Peter's Lutheran Church. Parker, who recently shared her testimony in Houston, TX at the Woman Thou Art Loosed Conference with Bishop TD Jakes, will be back in Southern California.

---

San Bernardino

Triple "P" Entertainment/Fashion Fashions On Parade/Poetry is the theme of the Southern Black Cotton Sunday Service. The blessing begins Sunday September 6, 2003 in San Bernardino. For more information contact Pastor Jackson, (909) 527-3200.
FREWWAY LINCOLN
"THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE"

2003 Lincoln LS
$3,500.00 FACTORY REBATE
  60 Months On Approved Credit
  Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
  financed to qualified buyers on approved credit
  through Ford Motor Credit

2003 Lincoln Navigator
$3,000.00 FACTORY REBATE
  60 Months On Approved Credit
  Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
  financed to qualified buyers on approved credit
  through Ford Motor Credit

All New 2003 Lincoln Aviator
$34,210.00

2003 Lincoln Towncar Signature
$36,815.00

Rebates and Discount on selected models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford Motor Company.

Mercury
Live life in your own lane

2003 MERCURY SABLE GS
$17,330

2003 MERCURY MARAUDER
SOLD

2003 GRAND MARQUIS LS
$24,720

2003 GRAND MARQUIS LX
$23,850

CERTIFIED
PRE-OWNED
VEHICLES

FREEWAY LINCOLN
909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115
www.freewaylm-vw.com
Regina Brown
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Richard Elliot to Perform at Thornton Winery

Tickets range from $50-$110 for more information call (909) 699-3021.

Richard Elliot began his career touring and recording with Smokey Robinson. The saxophonist Richard Elliot will appear at the Thornton Winery on Saturday, September 27, 2003 at 7pm. How do you put a new spin on some of music's best-known and best-loved songs? That was the challenge facing guitaristproducer Lee Ritenour when he began working on A Twist of Motown, the third in GRP's popular Twist Of Series. As on the previous two releases, A Twist Of Jobim and A Twist Of Marley, A Twist Of Motown fuses Ritenour creating fresh, innovative arrangements for a collection of classic songs.

Ritenour came to the project already very familiar with Motown music. In the early days of his career when he was a top session guitarist, he worked often at Motown's Los Angeles studios, with the likes of Diana Ross, Rick James, Holland-Doxier-Hollands, and many others. Deciding to present most of the songs on A Twist of Motown as instrumentals, the first order of business was, "to find out which tunes could hold up melodically instrumentally." So Ritenour immersed himself in the music. "I listened to the Motown stuff so much before pre-production," he says. "I would go on bike rides and listen to fifty songs on my headphones and really get inside the arrangements." The result is an album featuring eleven Motown classics, all of which have been creatively reworked and performed by an assembly of superstar musicians. Most of the tracks are anchored by a stellar rhythm section that includes keyboardist Greg Phillinganes, rhythm guitarist Ray Parker, Jr., bassists Nathan East and Melvin Davis, and drummer Ricky Lawson. Ritenour functioned as a sort of casting director when choosing the artists to perform on each tune. As he explains, "I always look at these Twist Of albums as kind of my Quincy Jones productions because from working with Quincy through the years I saw how he would cast people together almost like a movie. I don't know what school you go to other than the Quincy Jones school for this kind of casting." Starting out as a Los Angeles session musician in the early "70s, Ritenour soon became a first-call sideman, and in 1976, he decided to launch a solo career. Since then, he's recorded thirty albums that span a range of styles, won a Grammy®, and become one of the most influential guitarists in contemporary jazz. In 1991, Ritenour, Bob James, Nathan East, and veteran drummer Harvey Mason founded the superband Fourplay, which immediately established itself as a force on the jazz scene. Ritenour launched his own label, i.e. music. In 1997, Ritenour inaugurated the Twist of series with A Twist of Jobim, which celebrated the music of legendary Brazilian composer-artist Antonio Carlos Jobim. That album was followed by 2001's A Twist of Marley, which explored the music of reggae icon Bob Marley. A Twist of Motown will be available on CD September 23rd.
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Richard Elliot

The Thornton Winery

Richard Elliot began his career touring and recording with Smokey Robinson. The saxophonist Richard Elliot will appear at the Thornton Winery on Saturday, September 27, 2003 at 7pm. How do you put a new spin on some of music's best-known and best-loved songs? That was the challenge facing guitaristproducer Lee Ritenour when he began working on A Twist of Motown, the third in GRP's popular Twist Of Series. As on the previous two releases, A Twist Of Jobim and A Twist Of Marley, A Twist Of Motown fuses Ritenour creating fresh, innovative arrangements for a collection of classic songs.

Ritenour came to the project already very familiar with Motown music. In the early days of his career when he was a top session guitarist, he worked often at Motown's Los Angeles studios, with the likes of Diana Ross, Rick section. One of the founders of the instrumental pop movement that launched the NAC (GRP Records). The album showcases Elliot's trademark style-contemporary jazz with a heavy soul and R&B groove with a modern feel. His second CD for the GRP Records label, Ricochet puts Elliot's soulful, sensuous playing front and center on an outstanding set of tunes co-written and co-produced with the top names in contemporary jazz.

Ritenour's A Twist of Motown Available September 23rd

James, Holland-Doxier-Hollands, and many others. Deciding to present most of the songs on A Twist of Motown as instrumentals, the first order of business was, "to find out which tunes could hold up melodically instrumentally." So Ritenour immersed himself in the music. "I listened to the Motown stuff so much before pre-production," he says. "I would go on bike rides and listen to fifty songs on my headphones and really get inside the arrangements." The result is an album featuring eleven Motown classics, all of which have been creatively reworked and performed by an assembly of superstar musicians. Most of the tracks are anchored by a stellar rhythm section that includes keyboardist Greg Phillinganes, rhythm guitarist Ray Parker, Jr., bassists Nathan East and Melvin Davis, and drummer Ricky Lawson. Ritenour functioned as a sort of casting director when choosing the artists to perform on each tune. As he explains, "I always look at these Twist Of albums as kind of my Quincy Jones productions because from working with Quincy through the years I saw how he would cast people together almost like a movie. I don't know what school you go to other than the Quincy Jones school for this kind of casting." Starting out as a Los Angeles session musician in the early "70s, Ritenour soon became a first-call sideman, and in 1976, he decided to launch a solo career. Since then, he's recorded thirty albums that span a range of styles, won a Grammy®, and become one of the most influential guitarists in contemporary jazz. In 1991, Ritenour, Bob James, Nathan East, and veteran drummer Harvey Mason founded the superband Fourplay, which immediately established itself as a force on the jazz scene. Ritenour launched his own label, i.e. music. In 1997, Ritenour inaugurated the Twist of series with A Twist of Jobim, which celebrated the music of legendary Brazilian composer-artist Antonio Carlos Jobim. That album was followed by 2001's A Twist of Marley, which explored the music of reggae icon Bob Marley. A Twist of Motown will be available on CD September 23rd.
SEPTEMBER

Sept. 4 through Sept. 11, Every Thursday, there will be an open casting call in all age groups for the musical stage play "Heaven Bound." Bring bio and photo. Contact Sis. Velunda at Complements Hair Studio to schedule an audition time at (909) 885-5004.

Sept. 7-9 a.m., Dr. Inonge Mbulu-Lewanika will speak at Temple Missionary Baptist Church located at 1314 E. Date Street, San Bernardino. For more information call (909) 392-5997.

Sept. 7, 9:30 a.m., Dr. Inonge Mbulu-Lewanika will speak at Temple Missionary Baptist Church located at 1583 W. Union Street in San Bernardino. For more information contact the church office at (909) 392-6097.

Sept. 7, 11:00 a.m., Dr. Inonge Mbulu-Lewanika will speak at Eclesia Christian Center located at 1314 E. Date Street, San Bernardino. For more information contact the church office at (909) 881-5551.

Sept. 12, 10:00 a.m., The Perris Hill Senior Center will host its annual Mexican Independence Day Celebration at 780 E. 21st Street, San Bernardino. For more information call (909) 384-5436.

Sept. 13, The Perris Hill Senior Center will host its annual fashion show and luncheon at 780 E. 21st Street, San Bernardino. For more information call (909) 384-5436.

Sept. 20, 7:30 a.m., N.C.N.W. will present the 9th Annual Charity Golf Tournament "Driving for a Cause" at the Greens Tree Golf Course, 14144 Green Tree Blvd., Victorville. For more information contact (760) 245-4860.

Parents of children ages 0-5 can receive free parenting information on topics including discipline, nutrition, early reading and more. Provided by First 5 California, the free brochures - and free puppets - are available at Friendship Community Youth Center, 25421 Spring St., in Perris, CA. For more information call (909) 443-4404.

Family Services Association of Western Riverside County will provide reduced or no cost childcare services in the Moreno Valley and surrounding areas. To receive an enrollment packet, please contact (909) 779-9784 or (909) 786-3625.

FREE Poetry Contest! Win $10,000.00. Enter the International Open Amatuer Poetry Contest for your chance to win the Grand Prize of $10,000.00. For more details call (909) 779-9784 or (909) 786-3625.

Two Great Locations
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Transmission Overhaul: starting at $895.00

w/ 24,000 mile warranty

36,000 warranty (ask for details)

For more information about the Department...

Visit our Website at: www.RiversideSheriff.org or call the Sheriff's Jobline at: 1-888-JOIN RSD

RIVERSIDE COUNTY

H&L's Armstrong Transmissions
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TNT was Dy-No-Mite At Cal Pac Meeting

The Black Voice News

By Megan Carrier

Thompson Todd is known as the Black man with a plan. He is a businessman who has taken a stand against discrimination in the workplace. Todd's company, Thompson Todd Enterprises, is committed to creating a more inclusive work environment for all employees.

Todd believes that diversity is key to success in today's global marketplace. He understands that having a team made up of people from different cultures, backgrounds, and experiences can lead to greater innovation and creativity. His company is dedicated to promoting diversity through its hiring practices and employee development programs.

Todd's commitment to diversity is not just lip service. He has taken concrete steps to ensure that his company is a place where everyone feels welcome and valued. He has established a mentoring program that pairs employees with experienced professionals who can help them advance in their careers. He has also created a paid leave policy that allows employees to take time off for family-related reasons without fear of losing their jobs.

Todd's company is not alone in its commitment to diversity. Many other businesses are recognizing the value of having a diverse workforce. By embracing diversity, companies can unlock the creative potential of their employees and gain a competitive edge in the marketplace.

Overall, Thompson Todd and his company serve as a shining example of what can be achieved when businesses prioritize diversity and inclusion. Their efforts are helping to create a more equitable and just society for all Americans.

Get Connected to Direct TV

Call-2-Set Your Top 10
(909) 906-0206
Hours 7 am - 7 pm

Complete Collision Repair
Specializing In Insurance Claims

300 East Calle Ortega
Riverside, CA 92501
909-776-2043

Get Connected to DirectTV

TNT was Dy-No-Mite At Cal Pac Meeting

The Black Voice News

By Megan Carrier

Thompson Todd is known as the Black man with a plan. He is a businessman who has taken a stand against discrimination in the workplace. Todd's company, Thompson Todd Enterprises, is committed to creating a more inclusive work environment for all employees.

Todd believes that diversity is key to success in today's global marketplace. He understands that having a team made up of people from different cultures, backgrounds, and experiences can lead to greater innovation and creativity. His company is dedicated to promoting diversity through its hiring practices and employee development programs.

Todd's commitment to diversity is not just lip service. He has taken concrete steps to ensure that his company is a place where everyone feels welcome and valued. He has established a mentoring program that pairs employees with experienced professionals who can help them advance in their careers. He has also created a paid leave policy that allows employees to take time off for family-related reasons without fear of losing their jobs.

Todd's company is not alone in its commitment to diversity. Many other businesses are recognizing the value of having a diverse workforce. By embracing diversity, companies can unlock the creative potential of their employees and gain a competitive edge in the marketplace.

Overall, Thompson Todd and his company serve as a shining example of what can be achieved when businesses prioritize diversity and inclusion. Their efforts are helping to create a more equitable and just society for all Americans.
By Meagan Carter

The "Black folks" are not free we are at war. Our country (Cal-PAC) held in Las Vegas he claimed, "Disconnected (can't understand the issues with his people); Hydroponic (grown in shallow water with no roots); Blended (looks too White to be Black); Inner city (we were treated worse than the enemy we were fighting. (German prisoners of war could eat in the barracks and said we must be careful because the Black man is being destroyed as White changes the rules of the game). The result is there are more Black men in prison than in college. "Women are great but we have a real problem with our men," he told. Cal-Pac they need to work on the issue that even in the Black colleges, there are 73% females only 27% males. Black organizations need to address those problems," he said.

Traci is a woman, the President of Cal Pac is Shannon Reeves, NAACP Youth Director and Secretary to the California Republican Party.
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1. June, a new high since the recession began in March 2001.
2. $130 billion. "In my opinion this will eliminate the deficit and bring California back to the forefront," said Roby.
3. "Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, as many as 21 percent. Officially reported. However, in a state like California, where plastics, fiber, film, and plastics are all made, this hardly the first time people have blamed California's economy, which has been one of the strongest in the nation after another since the Great Recession.
4. "Blacks should be very concerned about the latest set of unemployment figures. Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, and may not rise up to their favor (of because of global outsourcing," said Roby.
5. "The high rate of unemployment for Blacks has increased to 11.8 percent from 8.2 percent.
6. "Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, and may not rise up to their favor (of because of global outsourcing," said Roby.
7. "Blacks should be very concerned about the latest set of unemployment figures. Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, and may not rise up to their favor (of because of global outsourcing," said Roby.
8. "Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, and may not rise up to their favor (of because of global outsourcing," said Roby.
9. "Blacks should be very concerned about the latest set of unemployment figures. Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, and may not rise up to their favor (of because of global outsourcing," said Roby.
10. "Blacks are more heavily concentrated in manufacturing, and may not rise up to their favor (of because of global outsourcing," said Roby.
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**NOTICE OF A PUBLIC HEARING**

**BEFORE THE RIVERSIDE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS**

**RECONSIDERATION OF THE GENERAL PLAN FOR THE UNINCORPORATED AREA OF THE COUNTRY**

December 9, 2003

A PUBLIC HEARING has been scheduled before the Riverside County Board of Supervisors to consider a reconsideration of the General Plan for the unincorporated area of the County.

**PROJECT DESCRIPTION**

The purpose of the General Plan is to provide a comprehensive guide for future public development and land use planning in the unincorporated area of the County. The General Plan will guide the growth and development of roads, schools, parks, and other necessary services.

**SCHEDULE OF HEARINGS**

* Date of Hearing: September 30, 2003
* Place of Hearing: Riverside County Administrative Complex Board Room

**FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

Please visit the Riverside County website at www.rivco.ca.gov for more information.

**ATTENTION RIVERSIDE COUNTY Property Owners & Residents**

**EXPERIENCE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE**

**Fashion, Finance, Family, Faith, Food, Fun & Music**

...and a whole lot more!

Los Angeles Black Business Expo

**A Trade Show**

Friday, Saturday & Sunday from 10 am to 2 pm

Sept. 12-14, 2003

Los Angeles Convention Center

InfoLine: (323) 290-4743

www.expouptdate.com

**RELATIONSHIP TO ZONING:**

The General Plan is not a zoning regulation, but rather a comprehensive guide for future development and planning. The General Plan is not intended to be a substitute for the zoning regulations established by the Board of Supervisors.

The General Plan is not a zoning regulation, but rather a comprehensive guide for future development and planning. The General Plan is not intended to be a substitute for the zoning regulations established by the Board of Supervisors.

**FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**

For more information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (951) 717-2400.